Expanding the Practice of Sex Therapy: A Training for Health Professionals
Feb 6-8, 2015: Health, well-being, and intimate relationships are profoundly affected by sexual issues, yet most health
professionals lack adequate training to help clients. This workshop brings emotional and spiritual consciousness to the practice of
sex therapy. It offers an innovative model for exploring a wide range of situations and dynamics, and provides opportunities for
case consultation about desire, pleasure, dysfunction, and more. Its structure encourages personal awareness along with clinical
questions and networking opportunities. For information and registration: http://www.esalen.org/workshop/weekend-february6-8/expanding-practice-sex-therapy-training-health-professionals

Women’s Sexual Stories: Healing the Wounds, Celebrating the Joy
Feb 8-13, 2015: The route to sexual pleasure and intimacy is like the route to any other of life’s mysteries. It means exploring
new emotional landscapes. It means opening your wild, precious, vulnerable self to nature, divine presence, and the profound
wisdom of your body. It means daring to know what you want. Our invitation to you is to focus on your own stories and
experiences from the perspectives of body, mind, heart, and spirit—held with confidentiality, empathy, and respect from the
group. The deep sharing during this week offers all of us opportunities to discover new stories, new healing, new joy--“takehomes” we can treasure forever. For information & registration: http://www.esalen.org/workshop/week-february-8-13/womenssexual-stories-healing-wounds-celebrating-joy

“Gina Ogden stands out as one of the truly creative minds in the field of sex therapy.”
—Journal of Sexual and Relationship Therapy, Nov. 2013

About Gina Ogden, PhD LMFT
GINA OGDEN, PhD, LMFT, sex researcher, therapist, and supervisor is recipient of the 2013 AASECT award for Professional
Excellence. She is founder of the ISIS Network, an international collaboration of practitioners whose mission is to expand the
practice of sex therapy to include an integrative model for exploring desire and intimacy: physical, emotional, cultural, and
spiritual. She conducts ISIS trainings and retreats in the US and Mexico, and is editor of “Extraordinary Sex Therapy,” the
February 2014 edition of the Journal of Sexual and Relationship Therapy. Gina’s latest books are: Expanding the Practice of Sex
Therapy, The Return of Desire, The Heart & Soul of Sex, and Women Who Love Sex. Read more about Gina and the ISIS approach
at:

www.ginaogden.com • www.isisnetwork.com

